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In this month’s Cross Asset Review, we assess the past performance of various asset classes and draw implications for multi asset investors. In April, risk
on theme continued with real assets rebounding strongly. The top performing assets were the Australian Micro and Mid caps, Commodities and Frontier
markets. The Australian dollar index rose by 1% with the increase in commodity demand and prices.

1. Real assets rebounded strongly
• Risk asset continued to see strong interest from
investors. Commodities and REITs rebound. Bonds
were flat for the month but under water over 3, 6, 9
and 12 months.
• The top performing assets were Australian Micro and
Mid-caps, Commodities and Frontier markets.
• Bond proxies such as REITS also rebounded as
occupancy rates normalise around the world.
• The AUD Index (TWI) rose 1% over the month to be
11.6% for the year.
• Fear gauges (local and global equity VIX) continued to
fall reflecting a high level of optimism and as global
equity bourses test new highs.
• Bond markets delivered flat results over the month but
were well underwater over longer periods.
• Equity investors continued to rotate their exposure to
cyclical and undervalued sectors from growth sectors.
• It remains to be seen if the latest inflationary fears will
dampen the bull market in equities although it has
certainly caused bond investors to pause and reflect if
the threat to inflation expectations is transitory or
secular.
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2. Asset Growth over Past Decade
• Over the 10-year period, the riskiest asset sectors
such as large-, small- and mid-cap equities have
delivered the strongest returns. Risk seeking behavior
has been well rewarded, thanks mainly to ultra-loose
monetary policy.
• The VIX indices were one of the worst performing
indices over the past 10 years followed by
commodities and the Australian dollar trade weighted
index.
• CBOE VIX index spiked in January and fell thereafter
in February, with the rolling out of COVID 19 vaccines.
The low market volatility is an apt reflection in of the
gradual stabilization of economy going forward.
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3. Periodic returns for AUD as of 31/04/2021
•

The biggest relative losses for AUD over the last
quarter were against the CHF (-1.67%), EUR (0.89%) and CAD (-0.61%).

•

On the other hand, AUD made strong gains over
INR (2.82%), USD (1.57%). Over the last quarter,
AUD appreciated most strongly against JPY, CHF
and INR.

•

From our FX cyclical and strategic analysis, our
expectations of AUD from here continues to be
bearish and there is no evidence to suggest that
investors should consider hedging their risks
against majors such as USD at this stage.
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4. Currency Effects
•

FX movements over the past year have mostly caused
negative currency effects on unhedged defensive and
growth assets.

•

Over the past year, negative currency effect has been
visible across all asset classes – most notably in Global
Equity and developed market REITs.

•

Investors holding assets for long-term (10 years) all
realised positive currency effect.

•

Global equity (DM), GTI and GREIT (DM) investors
realized a positive currency effect over the medium term
(-3 & -5 years). Whereas fixed income investors realised a
negative currency effect over the same time period.

•

In general, investors holding assets for short (1 year) term
periods have seen negative currency effects. Whilst
investors holding for medium and long term have
witnessed positive currency effects due to FX movements.
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5. Correlation between Sectors in past three
years
•

The
3-year
correlation
statistics provide
instructive insights of the relationship between two or
more sectors for sectoral diversification. Investors need
to be aware that correlation between sectors is not stable
over time and is cyclical in nature.

•

There is a moderate level of correlation between
Australian Equity market and bond proxy sectors (from
0.30 for consumer staples to 0.45 for utilities)

•

There is a high level of correlation between Financial and
AREITS, Financial and consumer discretionary, consumer
discretionary and Energy.
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6. Analysis of cross-asset correlations and
volatilities demonstrate the benefits of
multi-asset diversification for investors
•

The
3-year
correlation
statistics provide
instructive insights
of the relationship
between
the returns of two or
more asset classes.
However,
correlation is not stable over time, so investors need to
consider cyclical & secular relationships between asset
classes.

•

The most volatile asset over the last 12 months was small
cap equities followed by Emerging market TR.

•

The least volatile was S&P/ASX 300 A-REIT TR indicating
relative stabilization of the Australian real estate sector.

•

Exposure to gold offers diversification benefits to investors
but one needs to consider that gold is not a typical financial
asset that generates income. It is often highly volatile. It can
be used for hedging tail risks in portfolios as it is one of the
asset classes that’s positively correlated with VIX.

•

The correlation analysis shows that multi asset investors
continue to benefit from cross-asset diversification with
with most defensive and bond proxy asset offering good
diversification benefits against the most dominant holdings
for investors- Australian shares.
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About Foresight Analytics - Unlocking your investment advantage
Foresight (www.foresight-analytics.com) is a data-driven, investment research, analytics and consulting firm. Foresight is not owned by any product provider or manufacturer. The firm’s
business model is purely based on fee-for-service.
Using its innovative, evidence-based framework, Foresight provides analytical, predictive and market intelligence solutions to leading investment management companies, superannuation
funds and wealth groups. Foresight’s capabilities are underpinned by leading data and technology infrastructure that blends statistical, fundamental, and behavioural insights.
Foresight’s fiduciary solutions includes Diligence Services and Ratings (Investment, ESG, Risk and Operational Diligence), Advanced Portfolio Analytics and Strategic Research.
Foresight’s fund strategy solutions include Advanced Analytics for asset managers, Fund strategy positioning and benchmarking services, fund industry intelligence and research as well as
Strategic process review, integration and validation services.
Disclaimer
This report has been prepared solely by Foresight Analytics and Ratings Pty Ltd (ABN 95616254294, AFSL No. 494552). This report is for information purposes only. It is neither an offer
to sell nor a solicitation of any offer to purchase any securities in an investment product or investment fund. Any investment in a financial product or fund involves a degree of risk.
Foresight Analytics and Ratings Pty Ltd has made every effort to ensure the reliability of the views and rating expressed in this report and those published on its website. Foresight Analytics
and Ratings research is based upon information known to us or which was obtained from sources which we believed to be reliable and accurate at time of publication. All opinions and views
expressed constitute judgment as of the date of the report and may change at any time without notice and without obligation. Such information may be based on certain assumptions and
involve elements of subjective judgment and analysis. Foresight Analytics and Ratings Pty Ltd has received a fee paid by either the fund manager or investment product sponsor for the rating
and this report.
This report is prepared for general information only, and as such, does not take into account individual circumstances and/or objectives. Individuals should therefore discuss, with their
financial planner or advisor, the merits of each rating for their own specific circumstances and realise that not all investments will be appropriate for all subscribers.
To the extent permitted by law, Foresight Analytics and Ratings Pty Ltd and its employees, agents and authorised representatives exclude all liability for any loss or damage (including indirect,
special or consequential loss or damage) arising from the use of, or reliance on, any information within the report whether or not caused by any negligent act or omission. If the law prohibits
the exclusion of such liability, Foresight Analytics and Ratings Pty Ltd hereby limits its liability, to the extent permitted by law, to the resupply of the said information.
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